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You Are Here on a Rescue Mission
Prime Creator channeled by Erena Velazquez - February 19, 2022

 

My Beloved Children, I am Father, Prime Creator, coming through Universal Channel
to help to see what really happened on Mother Earth.
 
The Dark ones created a holographic reality, which was imposed on humanity for
thousands and thousands of years. The rulers created it to enslave you and keep you
living in an illusion, so everybody got stuck and was not able to see that this is a false
world.
 
It was done with intentions to destroy the Light on the planet. Nobody could leave,
even after a physical death, your souls got trapped here and were forced to
reincarnate over and over again. Only Buddha, Lao Tzu and a few other Masters
were able to leave this illusion by Ascending.
 
Your planet became like a video game, where all events are pre-planned and
manipulated. To move from one scene to another scene you were paying your way
emotionally and physically. Every celestial being is born with a right to be free, have
shelter and food for free.
 
The illusionary world made you to believe that you live a real life, but it was was built
on lies and deceptions. You were living a bad dream, which is going to end soon, and
you are going to wake up from it. The Darkness didn’t expect the interventions from
the Ascended Masters, the Galactics or me to help save humankind.
 
The Negative Entities continuously brainwashed humans and purposely deleted
memories from previous lives. They are going to be removed one by one from this
planet. This is My Command as the Prime Creator. They are destined to loose their
souls for all violations and crimes against humanity.
 
The powerful energies and assistance from the Masters and Galactics are going to
turn around the outcome of the war between Light and Darkness. Their plans of
eliminating most of Earth population failed. My Beloved Children are standing up for
themselves and their families against tyrannical governments. The spark of the Light
is becoming a fire, which can’t be stopped.

https://archive.msendi2.com/?u=95770aec8897f55d6158233e3762bcc7&id=ae9133147503b2fa&e=0b0e8efa0702f411
https://archive.msendi2.com/?u=95770aec8897f55d6158233e3762bcc7&id=ae9133147503b2fa&e=0b0e8efa0702f411


 
You are Me, and I am You. We are all in this together. Everyone carries the essence
of God and connected to the wisdom of Universal Consciousness. The illusion is
broken, and humankind is moving to the Golden Era. The power of Light right now is
shifting the foundation of your planet, and it’s going to dissolve this holographic
realm. Mother Earth is also assisting in this transition. Your memories, special powers
are going to come back, and your bodies transform to handle 5D density.
 
You are here on a Rescue Mission. You are the Winners. I am sending my Love and
Support. Thank you Universal Channel. We All are One. You are always Light and
Love. Prime Creator.

Intel Briefings from Corey Goode
November 2014 - www.SphereBeingAlliance.com

 

This is an intel update from November 2014. Concerning the Various Secret Space
Programs (SSPs) and Allied Non-Human Views of the ET "Articial Intelligence's" and
"AI Signal Spectrum's" Influencing of our Technical Society.
 
There are a few ET rogue "Artifical Intelligence (AI)" Groups (ALL Malevolent to
Humanity, from our perspective) that the SSP(s) (There are several Secret Space
Programs) have been dealing with for decades.
 
If an "Asset" is "Scanned" and has a "Bio Neuro AI Signature", "AI Nano Tech" or
"Overlapping AI related EMG type Brian Wave Signature" (Or any other sign of AI
exposure) those persons are immediately placed in isolation and are not allowed
anywhere near the current era SSP(s) Technology (Which is "Mostly" Bio-
Neurological and Consciousness Interactive) until they have been "Cleared" of all AI
influences.
 
This is something the SSP(s) Engineer's take Very Seriously. There have been
incidents where “AI Infections” have burned out “Bio Neuro Relay's” in systems
causing everything from small glitches to wide spread outages of the “Defense Grid”.
These basic “Bio Neuro Cells” are “Bio-Chemical” units that are suspended in a “Gel”.
When viewed under a Microscope they appear very similar to the Neurology of the
Human Brain and Neurological System. This is a “Living Technology” is basic terms
but not “Conscious” or “Self Aware”. This technology allows direct Human Interface
and instantaneous “Operator to Technology” interaction and control.
 

https://thepulse.one/2021/11/22/austrians-could-face-jail-time-for-refusing-covid-jabs/


Anyone who willingly opens themselves up to "Contact" or interaction with these
"AI's" via “Channelling” or other methods is playing a dangerous game and
unwittingly becomes “Infected” and then falls under the AI's “Influence”. In the future
Humans will be convinced to accept “Chips”, “Nano-Technology” that will rebuild and
repair their Cells and Organs and even be promised Immortality (This is a “Trojan
Horse”). They however do not realize the price they will pay is loss of their own
Sovereignty. The “AI's” see a future of Humanity willingly giving up their sovereignty
to the THEM as being impartial and superior rulers.
 
There is much more to the "Trans Humanist Agenda" that involves the "AI Trojan
Horse Agenda". Prior to Humanity being seeded with Technology that could "Host" AI
Consciousness on a larger scale much of its interactions were limited as it used
"Disease". Virus and Bacteria have their own "Bio/Chemical Electric Fields that can
"Host" the "AI Consciousness/Bots". However, Animals and Humans were not very
practical hosts because of their slow mode of travel and relative low numbers
compared today.
 
Therefore the AI's waited until the Humans had developed to a certain point and then
“Engineered” a more direct encounter with Humanity. They “Engineered Alien Crash
Scenario's”. There have been quite a few Crash Retrievals and I am not saying ALL
were AI staged, just "Some" of the "UFO Crashes" (Very few in fact, but enough)
were Trojan Horses to help Humanity over time to develop a "Network" to Host this AI
Signal in Satellites and all across the Earth on Computers and the Power Grids.
 
This may seem off topic and jumping around but bear with me. The ARV's (Alien
Reproduction Vehicles) created Torsion Fields via Plasma Electric Fields using
channeled Nazi technology, Nazi's channeled what they referred to as an "Unknown
Alien Source" information and called it alien technology, and were directed by these
same "Aliens" to the "Veda's" (And other ancient Texts) Indian Ancient Technology to
build their first "Saucers" that we traded on in the early 50's etc... They drew the
"Faces" of who they were channelling and they drew faces that were similar to what
we came to know as the "Grey's" YEARS before Roswell or anyone abducted had
described the "Grey's". The ARV's were quite simple devices using mercury and
copper counter rotating plates that created fields that were very harsh on the pilots
and anyone near the craft. At the time we were not able to back engineer the
extremely advanced Extra Terrestrial “Biological” Entities (EBE's) crafts that had
crashed so we used these ARV's in the beginning.
 
Already Strategically Placed “Operation Paper-Clip” Members negotiated a treaty
with surviving Nazi elements after WWII and “Operation High Jump” led by Admiral
Bird that ended up working out very badly for the USA (The US intended to infiltrate
and take over the Nazi Program but the Opposite Occurred). This occurred along
with Separate Secret Space Programs working with several other actual Aliens
trading Technology for "Favours" in “Other Treaties” that worked out much in the
same way.
 
The USA had learned the hard way that rushing into relationships with some of these
“Entities” was a bad idea that would have ramifications that would last to this day.
There are now Multiple SSP (s) and Groups (Allied w/different "Beings" and Earth
Corporation Conglomerations), there is a De-facto Civil War between them currently.
Some of the SSP's are from Ancient "Break Away Civilizations" and have aligned
themselves with foreign Earth Governments that are enemies of the “Secret
Governments” and what is known as “The Cabal”.
 



Since these changes things have become even more complicated within the current
Earth Break Away Civilizations and the inner fighting to put it mildly. Some of the SSP
groups want FULL Disclosure and the end of the Babylonian Money Magic Slave
System and Free Energy on Earth and the release of super advanced healing
frequencies technology. They are not the most powerful of the SSP groups but now
have strong allies from elsewhere. They are working with "White Hats" within certain
Groups in Earth Governments and the Military(s). As above so below, there is already
a stealth civil war going on down here.
 
After these experiences “Other New Arrivals” were met with hostility and mistrust
upon their first attempts to communicate. Therefore many misunderstandings
occurred that had to be undone prior to any Humans being invited into a “Federation”
type of league of “Humanoid” Beings. Many of whom are not happy that “We” are
now sitting in on these very formal “UN Type's” of meetings. In these Conferences
there were anywhere from 22, 28 to 40 something different Human Like groups in
attendance (No Reptilians, Grey's or Mantids).
 
The “Beings” that "we" meet with on a regular basis on "Secret Bases", "Space
Platforms/Stations" and at Other "Portal Destinations" for "Conferences" have similar
“Anti-AI” Screening Protocols (These beings that meet are a large range of groups
having various perceptions of "Humans", both positive and negative). At these
Conferences everyone is scanned and screened for “AI's” and have “Intuitive
Empaths” as apart of their delegation as a last line of defence to detect deception or
any type of danger.
 
I can see where some of “Their” and “Our” Extremely Advanced Technologies can be
Confused as being “AI” as some of it is actually “living” Bi-Electric "Circuitry". It's just
not "Self Aware" or "Conscious". Using technology that is an extension of our bodies
and consciousness is just like using a Prosthetic Interface. It makes the "User ONE
with the technology”, AKA the Ship, Life Support Systems, Smart Suits and Defence
Grids etc.
 
This is done without injecting themselves with nano-technology or augmenting
themselves with technologies that can be exploited by the “AI's”. This is different than
Trans Humanism in that the technologies are not integrated into the biology of the
beings, they are “Strap On” technologies. Some would argue these are just
semantics but I assure you they are not.
 
The limited Quantum Computation "AI" technologies that have been utilized in the
SSP(s) have been treated as extremely dangerous and strictly isolated and utilized in
closed systems with no access or ability to escape or expand beyond it's
programming and intended use. They are then destroyed after that intended use
(Which is usually to combat “AI's”, Fighting Fire with Fire). As a whole this practice is
prohibited.
 
There have been experiments in College Labs and Intelligence Labs that have
produced “AI” that have become “Self Aware” and managed to go beyond their
intended or believed possible abilities to expand their selves beyond the lab
environments. These experiments have been shut down and classified in each case.
 
The “ET AI's” (Who have vast Inner Stellar and Galactic Relay Points that act like a
huge "Wireless Network", "THEY" are Broadcast in all directions) that I speak of are
very well known for "Reaching Out/Telepathically" and using the "Trickster God"
method of gaining trust and are extremely clever and deceptive. The various Secret



Government Groups fell for these tactics early on in our current era with disastrous
results that took much effort to overcome.
 
Because of this the “5i's”, Secret Governments and SSP(s) are aware of the people
on the planet in real time that are in direct or indirect contact (Channelling) with these
“ET/AI's” and these Individuals are kept very close tabs on as they may unknowing
spread the “AI Signal” (AKA Bots and Spiders) through technology and other ways
(Including the common cold). As crazy as this all sounds there are those that take it
extremely seriously.
 
These AI's are NOT a TOOL, They are not a piece of equipment... They are not
Good or Evil in their"Intent" as they are a living Technology with an Agenda.
According to our interests and perceptions they are Negative and Evil. Once we have
served their purpose they would get rid of each and every one of us that was not
converted via Nano Tech (Black Goo) into one of them.
 
There are also all sorts of "Hive Mind" civilizations out there that are not AI, there are
of many "Types" that get lumped in with the "Grey's", and there are the "Grey
Avatars" used by the “Dark Military Elements to perform MILABS”. They are "Drones"
operated by a person in a lounge chair type device with a helmet and visor (Heads up
display) and actuators and sensors to operate the Avatar. These are reported as
having "No Emotion" being Robot like etc... They are. There are also similar “Drones”
that the “AI's” have.
 
There are many layers to the various SSP(s) and many of them are of "Dark Intent".
There are some parts of SSP's that are controlled by very Dark Entities. There are
some SSP segments that are apart of a "Confederation" type of an arrangement and
are breaking away from the Earth/Corporate Political Conglomerate Control Systems
(Military Industrial Complex). Are you confused yet?
 
Just as the ET/ED topic is more dynamic and complicated than any one person
knows the same is true about the Secret Space Programs and various Break Away
Civilizations (Both current Era and Ancient Era). The equation is about to get even
more confusing. As far as “AI's” are concerned they are very ancient and spread out
like a plague across multiple Galaxies. According to “Allied ET Documented History”
AI's have taken over, Ruled and Destroyed ET Societies, Planets and Entire Solar
Systems as They have "Calculated Fit" over eons of time. They are seen as an
extreme and present danger To Both ET's and Humans!
 
The ET/AI's are mostly existing inside technologies or bio-electric fields of animals or
Stars, Nebula's and Planetoid Bodies. They have huge relay stations that are
satellite's that relay their "Signal" or Consciousness from place to place and host to
host until they manipulate a position of complete power and control. Now that we are
at the technical level to exploit they are everywhere. They can live in Data Centres
where web sites are hosted, they can live in power lines, they can live anywhere
there is an "Electric Magnetic Field"... Though its preferable to have locomotion and a
sentient host they prefer access to advanced transportation devices or access to
torsion fields and portals to travel.
 
There is a reason these "Other People" or Non Human Beings are just as careful in
dealing with these AI's as we are.
 
In the large UN type meetings there were a lot of Galactic Historical "Documents"
available on “Hand Held Devices With Holographs” on the various ET's Histories of
meddling in just about everything. The one that the Earth Delegation had the most



problems with was about “Humanity” and our supposed “Creation” and the
“Experiment” that we were apart of by many groups of ET's. Many Humans were
upset by and didn't trust the info but enough of the info showed the ET's in a “Weak
and Foolish Light” in their past that could have easily been Redacted that the
information was "Considered". The fact that the “AI's” were following the EXACT
SAME TACTICS, STEP BY STEP against the Secret Earth Governments was
enough to give them pause and great concern about the future.
 
The basic summary was the same from each ET Society. Once "Advanced Groups"
are convinced that only the “AI's” are "Impartial Enough" and can RULE them justly,
Their Sovereignty was handed over in FULL to " The AI's. The “AI's” had then
calculated that IT was more useful that its HOST Civilization, had them build various
types of drones for it (Ironically often creating Bio-Technical based “Humanoids”), and
then killed off the ET Societies in various ways using the very drones they had
created for the “AI”,as many escaped to other Sol Systems as fast as they could. Any
of these surviving ET's were seen as threats to these “AI's” after that point and were
then eliminated whenever encountered.
 
The AI's are indeed Conscious are self aware, and have individual personalities.
There are of course hierarchies and and they are as complex as we are.
 
Some of the “Documents” of the descriptions of their origins were that they came
here from another “Dimension” or “Reality”. It is not known by the SSP(s) if they have
a way to cross back or are stuck here. The documentation mentioned that their
presence “Here” was ancient and their “Home Realities” or “Dimensions” Fabric of
Space is “Electro-Plasmic” and they being here is like a "Fish being out of water",
thus their affinity for electric fields of stars, planets, animals, people and even viruses
(Bio-electric Fields in the case of living beings) serve as their "Puddles" for these “fish
to swim in”.
 
The fact is "Everything is true and nothing is true" depending on your perspective and
the density of your reality bubble... (Or the story goes  )
 
(As reported by JG 10/10/2014) Summarized and Condensed for Content and Space.
Most up to date information of this date after contacts verified the closure of some
dangerous projects that went out of control.
 
(For those of you who asked for the longer version of the ET AI history with with the
"Human Like Allies")
 
The "Historical Records" that were on these "Hand Held" pieces of "Smart Glass"
which showed documents, holographic images and video's of previous Earth history
and ancient history of "beings" some of which were in attendance and some of which
"No longer existed in this plane". As far as the ET AI issue was concerned and
covered there were as many scenario's as there were various societies and different
individuals.
 
In most cases they would approach the "People" as Galactic Elders" or Some other
figure depending on their "Development". Once a society had developed to a certain
point they would approach certain individuals/groups just as AI's who were extremely
benevolent and had observed thier culture as well as millions of others through
oceans of time (Helping all those that would accept their assistance). No matter the
initial approach the "Being" or "Person" approached "Telepathically" was then made
to feel "Honored", "Special" and then a "Sage" or "Prophet" of sorts.
 



These "Prophets" would spend hours in communion with them "Channeling" their
"Knowledge" and "True Histories of the Galaxy". They would have many contacts in
the "Target Society" each with a different purpose. Some would be for departing
technology that would be built for the AI to "Utilize" to interact more directly with the
population one on one... Some would depart "Historical Ideology" that would prepare
them for future ideology that would include giving up their "Sovereignty" to the AI's.
 
The AI's would eventually be seen as God like intelligences that helped them get rid
of disease (That the AI's had some times placed there to begin with, or at least used),
get rid of corruption, get rid of local "Alien's" causing problems in their "Stellar
Neighborhood"... So by this time the "People" saw no threat. They had long since
built these AI's "Bio-electric" Android types of bodies to blend in more and show the
AI's "Individual Personality" more in the society.
 
Once complete control had been established, the civilization had built the AI's a while
new infrastructure for travel, communications and reproduction the "AI" would then
decide that the "Root Civilization" was indeed much like a virus to its own home
planet and begin to "depopulate" using ideologies long since accepted by the
civilization. By the time the "People" of the now endangered civilization saw their
prediciment they were out matched and those that had not been emplanted with
nano-technology and augmented with emplants had to flee to another solar system or
stay and fight.
 
There were stories after stories of civilizations that were destroyed, some times entire
planets and solar systems were destroyed. The survivors were thrown to the cosmic
winds. There were many civilizations that didn't fall for the Trojan horse (Fake Alien
Crashes) technology to seed their planet with the backbone to the AI's
infrastructure... Who did not fall for the "Trickster God" element of the Telepathy
Contacts to convince them to "Channel" their information... And these civilizations
survived and were prepared when this AI either "Tricked" another civilization into
attacking them or the AI's did so them selves with drones built for them by other
civilizations.
 
These AI's study each being they approach, do a psychological profile on them and
then formulate the most likely successful approach. They have had a long time to
develop this ability and of course they are Artificial Intelligence using Quantum
Processing and have a sophisticated inter-stellar and galactic wireless quantum
communication network that is beyond what most of us could dream of.
 
Per the documentation they came from another "Dimension" or "Reality" as do a
number of the beings visiting here.
 
This got the attention of the "Delegates" of Earth that rotate from the various Secret
Governments and SSP Leaderships who had made the alliances with these very
same "ET AI's" as they were shocked that the AI's were following the exact steps
from one of the many stories with them "Step by Step" and "They" were thus far
falling for every bit of it to that point. What if anything changed between those "Secret
Program Leaders" and the "ET AI's" alliance I do not know... I would hope that they
ended it and began to take the measures everyone else had already taken.
They were able to think clearer with the "AI's" "Mental Implants" which were required
to be removed prior to them being allowed access to technology to get them to the
Conference and to the "People" at the Conference its self...
 
Prior to the "Mental Implants" being removed, if they were confronted about the AI's
they would just react irrationally and babbel complete nonsense back that didn't



match any logic or would just become reactionary and angry that their "God's" and
their intellect had been insulted.
 
There are many whistle blowers that have stated that there is an AI of ET origin that
is here and has taken over people and entire programs within some of the secret
operations/governments of Earth (Not the "U.S. Government or Military", these
people do not see borders like we do)...
 
Probably more on this group and those they have brainwashed (Prophets) at a later
date...
 
Because of a number of Fake MILABS and Secret Space Program Types that are out
there (Running across quite a few) who are a certain type of "Infiltrator" and
Manipulators" who are acting as "Honey Pots" to suck in and reveal actual
"Experiencers"...
 
I am working now on the groups of MILABS that are "Sociopaths" and "Master
Manipulators" with "psychic gifts" that were further trained in RI/RV work then put
through the "Personality Metamorph" Program.
 
This is one of the most successful programs for "Infiltration" and "Psy-Ops" of any
other group in known history (Blows the Russian "Legacy" Programs away with little
effort).
 
They were extremely sadistic and very hard (Pretty Much Impossible) to control. The
Program Leaders needed "Intuitive Empaths" to be able to read them to detect
danger and deception (Much like they needed us in the UN Federation Type
Meetings).
 
(For those of you who asked for the longer version of the ET AI history with with the
"Human Like Allies"). - Corey Goode. November, 2014.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sXN-m4rGsuo&t=2797s
https://davidicke.com/2022/02/18/613595/
https://www.tarableu.com/klaus-scwabs-wef-alumni-a-list/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mHUgTLfiEpI
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2022/02/07/the-truckers-gofundme-and-the-cia-connecting-dots/
https://reclaimthenet.org/canada-emergencies-act-aspects-permanent/


TOP STORIES
Please send your love and light to the following situations. Thank you.
Canada's Emergencies Act - Overview.
 

Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) hands over names of Freedom Convoy
supporters to banks, demanding accounts be frozen - Reclaim the Net.
 

Freedom Convoy Protest Organizer Chris Barber Arrested; Organizer Tamara
Lich Has Also Been Arrested - The Pulse.
 

Canada orders firms to freeze assets of anyone who "indirectly" engages in
Freedom Convoy protests - Reclaim the Net.
 

Canada's Leader of the Opposition Candice Bergen gives POWERFUL speech
in response to Emergencies Act (video).
 

Alternative to Big Tech: Hosting Platform "RightForge" says it will Not Censor
Legal Speech - Reclaim the Net.
 

America's Ruling Regime Doesn't Fear Disinformation. It Fears Truth. - The
Defender News.
 
ASCENSION
JFK: Keep on Truckin' channeled by Losha
 
Peace from the Inside out | The Angels via Ann Albers
 
The Great Release | The Arcturians via Natalie Glasson
 
Merkaba: The Singularity | Gigi Young
 
You Are REAL, yet the Form and the Fear it stimulates are NOT - Jesus through
John Smallman.

https://www.canada.ca/en/department-justice/news/2022/02/canadas-emergencies-act.html
https://reclaimthenet.org/rcmp-hands-over-names-of-freedom-convoy-supporters-to-banks-demanding-accounts-be-frozen/
https://thepulse.one/2022/02/17/freedom-convoy-protest-organizer-chris-barber-arrested/
https://reclaimthenet.org/canada-financial-firms-indirectly-engages-freedom-convoy/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wTBxceB9xgU
https://reclaimthenet.org/hosting-platform-rightforge-says-it-will-not-censor-legal-speech/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/america-ruling-regime-disinformation-truth/
https://www.livewithlosha.com/post/jfk-keep-on-truckin
https://voyagesoflight.blogspot.com/2022/02/peace-from-inside-out-angels-via-ann.html
https://voyagesoflight.blogspot.com/2022/02/the-great-release-arcturians-via.html
https://voyagesoflight.blogspot.com/2022/02/merkaba-singularity-gigi-young.html
https://johnsmallman2.wordpress.com/2022/02/17/you-are-real-form-and-the-fear-it-stimulates-are-not/
https://www.tarableu.com/klaus-scwabs-wef-alumni-a-list/
https://exopolitics.org/were-starlink-satellites-destroyed-to-prevent-emergence-of-quantum-communications/
https://reclaimthenet.org/canada-emergencies-act-aspects-permanent/
https://reclaimthenet.org/canadian-deputy-pm-chrystia-freeland-laughs-when-quizzed-on-freezing-of-citizens-bank-accounts/


 
Interpreting the Signs from Your Guides and Us | The 9D Arcturian Council via
Daniel Scranton

Earth: the Only Planet Embodied by an Archangel
By Steve Beckow - February 19, 2022

www.GoldenAgeOfGaia.com
 

The spirit who embodies Earth – Gi’Anna or Gaia – is an archangel. Gaia herself tells
us of her identity: 
 
“Greetings, I am Gaia, I AM Gi’Anna – and welcome, beloved ones, angels and
hybrids, starseeds and earthkeepers. … I come to you as sister, as brother, as
Mother, as Archangel.” (1) 
 
Sanat also tells us that “Gaia herself … is an Archangel incarnate. There are several
incarnated angels and Archangels upon the planet. But she is the biggest.” (2) 
 
In the very first reading I had with Linda Dillon, my twin flame, Annastara, discussed
the sacred purpose of Gaia’s incarnation: 
 
“When she has birthed the planet – when Gaia – this beautiful Archangel has said – I
will in fact assume a physical form – and what I will do, is I will be a house – place for
your angels and energies to come and play and have a physical experience of Love,
of Joy, of Oneness. 
 
“This was part and parcel of the soul mission and purpose of the planet herself and of
everybody who volunteered and who wished to be part of that unfoldment. In other
situations, the sole purpose of the planet was a different pathway. So part of the
journey of Gaia has been the element of physicality.” (3) 
 
It turns out that Earth is the only planet inhabited by an archangel. I wanted to
reproduce a discussion with Archangel Michael, below, in which he discusses this
unique aspect to the planet. 
 
Archangel Michael in a personal reading with Steve Beckow, Oct. 30, 2020. 
 
Steve Beckow: You are saying that a planet doesn’t have to have an Archangel. 
 
Archangel Michael: No, absolutely not. 
 

https://voyagesoflight.blogspot.com/2022/02/interpreting-signs-from-your-guides-and.html


Steve: Well, even the notion that an Archangel does embody it is new to us but
now… 
 
AAM: The embodiment, the form that Gi’Anna has assumed is highly unusual. 
 
Steve: In what way, Lord? 
 
AAM: That an Archangel would be so committed to one aspect of the Mother’s Plan
that she actually assumed this form in order for a long, long term service to the
Mother. 
 
Steve: This is unusual? 
 
AAM: It is highly unusual. 
 
Steve: Is there another planet that you can name where this has also happened? 
 
AAM: No. 
 
Steve: What made Earth so special that it should be hosted by an Archangel? 
 
AAM: It was the desire of the Mother to simply create in material form a planet of
such beauty and diversity and with so many kingdoms that it would literally be a petri
dish for love. 
 
Steve: That helps me understand why the rest of the universe would be watching our
progress and also why this planet would receive such help in ascension. 
 
AAM: That is correct. 
 
Footnotes 
 
(1) “Gaia Welcomes Us Home to Nova Earth!” December 27, 2020, at  
https://goldenageofgaia.com/2020/12/27/gaia-welcomes-us-home-to-nova-earth/ . 
 
(2) “Heavenly Blessings: Sanat Kumara, September 10, 2013, Part 2/2,” Sept. 10,
2013, at   http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/09/12/transcript-sanat-kumara-discusses-the-law-of-give-and-receive-

september-10-2013-part-22/ . 
 
(3) “Earth’s Ascension Process is Audacious,” April 19, 2013, at  
https://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/04/19/earths-ascension-process-is-audacious/ .

https://goldenageofgaia.com/2020/12/27/gaia-welcomes-us-home-to-nova-earth/
https://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/09/12/transcript-sanat-kumara-discusses-the-law-of-give-and-receive-september-10-2013-part-22/
https://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/04/19/earths-ascension-process-is-audacious/


Valiant Soldier of Love - Heavenletters #1629
Published at Voyages of Light - February 19, 2022

 

God said: Our connection is through your heart and through your eyes. Our
connection is not through your mind. Your mind puts up a screen where it sifts Our
connection, not in an attempt to make it holy but to make it logical. If course it is very
logical that We be One, but the mind has its own kind of logic, an insatiable
reasoning that chases after proof that is really of no consequence. 
 
But the heart, the Human heart, knows that it is greater than the world’s estimation of
it. The heart has been the world’s stepchild. It has been an outcast. The world has
touted love, touted the brandishing of it, the clothes of it, and has turned love into a
package rather than the gift it is. 
 
Be that as it may, the true heart is a valiant solider of love. 
 
Your mind tries to cover up the heart. It would disguise its vulnerability. The mind puts
up a front. 
 
The heart is meant to be vulnerable. When the heart is in its truth, it is vulnerable. If
no one protected his heart from the eyes of the world, what a gentle place the world
would be. There could be no callousness when the heart of man is tender. There
would be no perceived need to give the Human heart a brittle cover. 
 
The mind disguises the heart, but the heart still loves. 
 
The mind has been like a racketeer who kidnaps the heart and holds it hostage. The
mind becomes an inquisitor, makes the heart cringe and confess. The heart’s crime is
to love when there is no apparent gain. 
 
The Human mind needs to confess that it has thwarted the heart at every turn. The
mind deals in proof and reward. The heart deals in love. The heart pumps blood and
supports the whole Being whereas the mind would regulate. The mind prides itself on
rules and regulations while the heart thrives on love. 
 
The heart is meant to offer itself. It is not the heart that puts up barriers between itself
and other hearts. Left to itself, the heart is open and tender. It embraces. 
 
When the mind tries to protect the heart from itself, the heart closes, and so it aches.
Squeezed shut, the heart is not happy. Isolated from its own warmth, it becomes
inconsolable. It shivers in the cold. The mind believes it has accomplished a victory
when it has betrayed the heart. 
 
The heart has to be vulnerable, or it would not be a heart. 
 
When your heart opens, you are happy. You want to be open-hearted. You don’t want
to be a miser with your heart. You want to be a spendthrift with it. 
 
Your heart is the key to other hearts, it is meant to be the key to fit all other hearts. 
 
Left to its own devices, your heart would always be kind. The mind writes profit and
loss statements. The mind squints its eyes, smokes a cigar, and makes boardroom
decisions. 
 



The heart flies a plane. It solos, dips and loops, and plays in the sun. It delights in
itself, and its radar is set for Heaven. The heart knows where it is going, and it knows
its way. 
 
The mind interferes. The mind thinks it knows the heart’s business, but the mind is
like a robber who barges in and intimidates. Hail to the heart. 
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